Predicting Future Inbound Logistics Processes using Machine Learning
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Abstract

Manufacturing industry is highly affected by trends of globalization and increasing dynamics of product life-cycles which results in global supply chain networks. For inbound logistics, a high variance of parts from different suppliers and locations needs to be delivered to the assembly line. Planning these inbound logistics processes depends on frequently changing information of product development, assembly line planning and purchasing. Currently, a high amount of time is spent for gathering information during planning and existing knowledge from previous planning processes is scarcely used for future planning. Therefore, this paper presents an approach for predictive inbound logistics planning. Using machine learning, generic knowledge of logistics processes can be extracted and used to predict future scenarios.

1. Introduction

Manufacturing industry is highly affected by trends of globalization, increasing dynamics of product life-cycles [1] and mass customization [2]. Challenged by a massive pricing pressure and requirements to support individual customer needs, manufacturing companies responded by outsourcing manufacturing steps to suppliers [2]. In consequence, global supply chain networks have been established. While supply chain management spans all movements and storage of raw materials, work-in-process inventory and finished goods from point-of-origin to point-of-consumption [3], inbound logistics is focused on supply from first tier suppliers to assembly line inside manufacturing plants. As a result for inbound logistics, a high variance of material numbers from different suppliers and locations needs to be delivered to the assembly line.

1.1. Inbound logistics planning

Logistics has to provide the right quantities of goods most efficiently at the right place in the right order within the right time [4]. Meeting these demands requires inbound logistics planning in advance. Inbound logistics planning covers all inbound logistics processes and required resources. This planning process can be separated into strategic (long-term), tactical (mid-term) and operational (short-term) planning of logistics before start of production [5, 6, 7, 8]. Strategic inbound logistics planning generates an initial evaluation for feasibility of different plant and supplier locations to integrate new products into production network [6]. Tactical inbound logistics planning focusses on the engineering of logistics process alternatives and their evaluation [9]. Especially the flexibility of these processes to adopt changes, for example in volume, needs to be assessed during the tactical logistics planning. To ensure this flexibility, underlying resources such as packaging containers [10], storages and in-house transportation elements have to be investigated and selected to find an optimal logistics process alternative [11]. As a result, the inbound logistics processes include both the material flow outside and inside the manufacturing plant [6]. At the operational inbound logistics planning stage, these pre-selected logistics processes and resources will be continuously detailed and integrated into the production plant by pre-series processes during the ramp up [7].
While there exist further descriptions of planning stages, e.g. rough, detailed and executive planning [12] and there is no distinct separation between these stages in literature, all stages are dependent on the input of assembly line planning, product development process and purchasing sourcing decisions [6]. Especially at the strategic and tactical stage, information about products and related material numbers is uncertain and changes occur frequently [8]. This leads to a continuous logistics planning process of integrating material numbers, monitoring changes, evaluating implications and in consequence updating and re-assessing planned inbound logistics processes.

Recent developments in information technology offer the possibility to better integrate existing, historical data for future planning tasks to support inbound logistics planning.

1.2. Machine Learning

Machine Learning (ML) describes a system that automatically learns programs from data [13]. Instead of manually creating programs, a ML model will be trained with an existing data set. Afterwards, the ML model is able to perform learned tasks on new data. Enabling learning from data requires a collection of example cases and relevant input features (see Tab. 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Feature 1</th>
<th>Feature n</th>
<th>Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Bad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. An example data set for classification with known labels [14]

This implies, ML requires a sufficient size and quality of data which can be used to train the model [13]. Nevertheless, even if there is enough data available, ML is limited to certain types of tasks which could be learned from data. These types of ML tasks can be separated into two different categories: (1) supervised learning and (2) unsupervised learning [15, 16].

- **Supervised learning** is the classification of data with labeled patterns or the prediction of continuous values (regression) in a data set [16]. At supervised learning input features are always linked to a target value (label or continuous value). In contrast, **unsupervised learning** is the clustering of unlabeled data to separate data into different groups aiming to identify new interdependencies [16].

In industry, the most significant application of ML is **Data Mining (DM)** [14]. DM describes the applied discovery of knowledge within databases [17] and includes the process of data understanding, data preparation, modelling, evaluation and implementation [18, 19]. DM applications have been widely implemented for different tasks across several industries, for example at web search, spam filters, fraud detection or drug design [13, 20]. In manufacturing industry, applications for manufacturing system design, engineering design, shop floor control, fault detection and quality improvement or maintenance exist [21, 22, 23]. In engineering design for example, the selection of rolling bearings [24], the identification of optimal product design for fixture layout [25] or the prediction of product costs [26] have been successfully implemented. According to Harding et al. [21], decisions while executing these engineering tasks are often based on historical data, information and knowledge. Therefore, engineering design is a prime area for DM applications although as yet only a few papers have been reported [21].

1.3. Shortcomings

The complexity for planning an increasing amount of inbound logistics processes based on frequently changing information during the planning stages is a major challenge. This is strengthened by the issues in information technology in the area of logistics planning [9]. A recent study outlined that 50% of the time of a planner in manufacturing industry is used for collecting and preparing information. Only 20% of the time is used for planning tasks [27]. Identified causes are (1) missing support of planning software, (2) missing connection and consistency of data and information and (3) the missing re-use of previously generated knowledge [27]. In Industry 4.0, there is a massive increase of data available in production, logistics and supply chain networks (e.g. barcodes and RFID) [23, 28]. Information technology is driving this development by cheap hardware for data storage and sensors combined with enormous performance increases [29]. Currently this increasing amount of data is scarcely used in for planning tasks [27] even though ML could be used as an integral part of supply chain planning [23]. Especially at strategic and tactical inbound logistics planning, there is a high repetition of recurring planning tasks for each material number caused by frequently changing information. Instead of automating these planning tasks by manual programming, ML offers potential for further use of previously generated knowledge within successfully implemented inbound logistics processes. Applications of ML for business processes across various industries and planning tasks (engineering design) in manufacturing industry have been successfully implemented but none for strategic and tactical inbound logistics planning.

1.4. Objectives

In consequence, an approach to predict future inbound logistics processes using ML at a strategic and tactical stage of inbound logistics planning will be presented in this paper. The approach aims to integrate ML into logistics planning tasks by systematically combining a generalized ML modelling process [18, 19] with business knowledge of inbound logistics planning. The contribution of the paper is to create an integrated view of required steps to (1) pre-select features in inbound logistics planning context and to set-up ML. By extracting knowledge from existing, implemented inbound logistics processes, the knowledge stored inside ML models can be re-used for future inbound logistics planning. This set-up is used (2) to automatically predict future inbound logistics processes and to integrate underlying tasks such packaging container planning and assessment of ability for integration into the production plant. This enables a transformation of manual planning tasks into an automated approach to predict future inbound logistics processes.
2. Approach to predict future inbound logistics processes

The developed approach integrates both the perspectives of strategic and tactical inbound logistics planning and ML into one system. Starting with the (1) creation of an inbound logistics ontology and the identification of inbound logistics processes’ features, the (2) system modelling and evaluation completes the initial set-up. Afterwards, logistics planners are (3) formalizing planning scenarios which will be (4) used to predict and recommend future logistics processes (see Fig. 1).

![Fig. 1. Approach to predict future logistics processes](image)

2.1. Creating inbound logistics ontology and identifying features

Modelling inbound logistics planning tasks to predict future inbound logistics processes using ML requires understanding of logistics planning tasks and business processes. Only if required information (features) are available and included in the data set, a ML model can extract knowledge of the data which can be re-used for predicting future inbound logistics processes. Therefore, the first step is to systematically identify and structure relevant information related to inbound logistics processes. This structure of information can be represented in an inbound logistics ontology. The term ontology describes a formal specification of a shared conceptualization to create a shared view [30]. While inbound logistics planning in an organization is mainly influenced by (1) assembly line production, (2) product development and (3) purchasing and sales [7], the ontology decouples logistics knowledge from organizational structure. This inbound logistics ontology can be set up by framing existing supply chain ontologies [31, 32] and extending relevant information in context of inbound logistics planning. Information included in the inbound logistics ontology can be separated into (1) logistics process information (e.g. source, sink) and (2) supporting information (e.g. container type, product’s volume). The type of information can be classified into (1) describing information and (2) assessing information (see Fig. 2). While the description includes visible information, the assessment evaluates the performance by generating key performance indicators (KPIs) for each section. Latter is required to assess the quality of inbound logistics processes and to classify processes by benchmarking both for planners and ML models.

![Fig. 2. Classification of inbound logistics ontology’s information](image)

After the structure of the ontology has been created, existing data from various sources can be transformed into information in the ontology. This ensures a consistency of information and decouples changes in data sources. Currently, there is a huge amount of data created, recorded and stored which can be reused for further inbound logistics planning. This existing data (e.g. master data, transactional data and sensor data) can be summarized using the term Digital Shadow (a.k.a. Digital Twin). The Digital Shadow describes the digital representation of the production, the order processing, the product development and other areas nearby production [28]. Creating logistics process information and supporting information using the Digital Shadow, the inbound logistics ontology is the basis for further system modelling.

The inbound logistics process information is the key objective which needs to be described within the inbound logistics ontology. The inbound logistics processes include the material flow from sources (suppliers) to sinks (assembly line production) across various stations (e.g. warehouses and supermarkets) and can be separated into location-based (e.g. source and sink) and time-based (e.g. delivery frequency) components. At all steps, material numbers generate transactional data by scanning barcodes [33]. Instead of only using error-prone master data, analyzing transactional data can be used to (1) derive and visualize the material flow (e.g. Sankey diagram) for each material number automatically with a high accuracy and (2) to identify inbound logistics processes.

Besides the transparency about inbound logistics processes, the Digital Shadow can be used to assess the inbound logistics processes using KPIs. The KPIs for inbound logistics processes can be separated into internal and external point of view and short-term and long-term horizon [34]. For example, Kleijnen & Smits identified the fill rate, confirmed fill rate, response delay and stock delay as the main logistics KPIs [35]. It has to be identified which KPIs (1) can be used as features for ML to classify inbound logistics processes and (2) can be generated automatically using the Digital Shadow. This is necessary as too much information (features) can overextend the ML model which decreases the accuracy of results [13]. If the calculation needs to be done manually, the effort for calculating the KPIs might be non-economical.

The second category is supporting information. Supporting information are required for a ML model to extract generalized knowledge from implemented combinations of products and inbound logistics processes. The supporting information can be
separated into (1) product information, (2) packaging information, (3) supplier information and (4) production program and production plant. These supporting information can be both combined with logistics process information and with other supporting information to perform different planning tasks. For example, product information such as price, geometry, weight and the link to the product structure can be matched to logistics process information (e.g. process type) or to packaging information (e.g. container type, size and fill-rate of material numbers). Using this generalized knowledge, future inbound logistics processes can be predicted.

2.2. System modelling and evaluation

After creating an inbound logistics ontology, structured information and knowledge can be used to create a system model which predicts future inbound logistics processes. As inbound logistics processes depend on multiple planning tasks and ML is limited to certain types of tasks, there is not only one ML model which predicts inbound logistics processes at once.

In Systems Engineering, mathematical models are used to formulate a set of assumptions, variables, formulas and equations to model relationships between system variables (input and output) in a simplified manner for a certain purpose [36, 37]. By decomposing the planning tasks in sub-models, an integrated system model can be developed. This integrated system model enables a cooperation between the sub-models and combines mathematical models with ML models (see Fig. 3). The cooperation can be enabled both between different mathematical models and ML models [38].

While mathematical models are created by manually modelling the relation between input and output, ML models are set-up differently [13]. The key for implementing ML is the identification of features and choosing an optimal ML algorithm. Creating a ML model can be done using different ML algorithms (e.g. support vector machines, random forests or neural networks). While all ML models have different characteristics regarding accuracy based on the data set, there is no algorithm which outperforms all others at any time [13]. Therefore, a central research question is to identify features and algorithms which perform the best for each of the tasks at inbound logistics planning. After the ML algorithm has been chosen, the training of the ML model can be started. To ensure that the model works correctly, the data set will be divided into training and validation data. The validation data is required to evaluate how accurate the ML model performs on the data set. Thus it is required to classify tasks which (1) fit to ML models, which can be (2) solved better using mathematical models and which (3) cannot be modelled (e.g. coordination tasks). Therefore, a method which identifies required logistics planning tasks, assesses the ability to model each task and afterwards to derive recommendations how to model each task needs to be developed.

An example planning task is the selection of packaging containers for each material number. This can be done using a mathematical model which uses the volume of the material number to calculate the required space. By dividing the container’s volume by the material number’s volume, the container fill rate can be calculated. ML models can be used to predict the container fill rate by a set of existing material numbers and container fill rates. Using the ontology, the relevant features (e.g. product and container volume) can be provided to the ML model. This offers the advantage to integrate implicit knowledge about volume used for container inlays or dead space. Combing both models leads to an integrated system by enabling a cooperation of different models. However, this emphasizes the risk that ML models learn both good and bad inbound logistics processes. To overcome the issue, experts need to assess the quality of an inbound logistics process in advance. This quality assessment with KPIs will be used to train the ML model only to recommend superior logistics processes across production plants and material numbers (benchmark effect). As result, this enables both the ML model and the logistics planner to (1) identify different inbound logistics processes for same products and material numbers (e.g. different plants) and (2) similar material numbers which could be delivered using the same inbound logistics processes (e.g. same material type). After the training stage, the ML models’ prediction will be evaluated by experts. This stage can be separated into the (1) accuracy of the ML model using validation data and the (2) business knowledge intensive evaluation by experts.

As result, the system model covers required tasks to predict and recommend future inbound logistics processes using a cooperation of ML and mathematical models.

2.3. Creating future planning scenarios

Based on the initial set-up of inbound logistics ontology and the system model, future inbound logistics processes can be planned by the logistics planner. As the logistics planner cannot interact directly with the system model, the view model will be introduced as an interface for logistics planners. Within the view model, the logistics planner can create planning scenarios. Using the system model, each planning scenario can be decomposed and mapped to one or multiple models (tasks). As each model is linked to the inbound logistics ontology, required information can be provided. Non-available information can be
imputed by information from history using the ML models. This offers the possibility for flexible planning, as the manual effort can be shifted to creating and evaluating planning scenarios while planning tasks can be executed automatically by the system model (see Fig. 4).

As shown in the inbound logistics ontology, there are logistics process information and supporting information. This implies that there exist various triggers for planning inbound logistics processes. For instance, triggers can be (1) new products and material numbers, (2) changed products and material numbers, (3) re-located assembly steps, (4) changed suppliers’ source locations or (5) a changed production volume. For each change, there are different implications for inbound logistics processes which needs to be checked and verified.

Re-locating assembly steps to other line-cycles results in changed displacement locations for material numbers at the assembly line. Adjusting the sink of inbound logistics processes requires a verification if there is enough physical space available at the new location or if there are any effects on previous logistics steps (e.g. re-sequencing material numbers in supermarkets). Creating transparency by predicting future inbound logistics processes enables inbound logistics planners entering a feedback loop with assembly line planning and evaluating implications (e.g. costs) for inbound logistics.

2.4. Predicting future logistics processes

After planning scenarios have been created, the prediction can be done by the system model which evaluates the planning scenario(s). Based on the hypotheses that knowledge from existing inbound logistics processes can be extracted, this knowledge can be transferred to future logistics processes. As the system model and all relevant sub-models are decomposed from organizational structure, it is possible to share logistics knowledge across production plants based on KPIs can be enabled. At strategic and tactical logistics planning it is required to engineer and evaluate inbound logistics process alternatives for each material number. To predict future inbound logistics processes, the system model integrates this shared knowledge to identify best matching logistics processes using supporting information in the inbound logistics ontology (e.g. packaging containers). Afterwards, the ability of integration can be calculated using logistics KPIs (e.g. warehouse capacities) of the production plant (see Fig. 5).
ontology and the system model, and (2) the planning and prediction of future logistics processes. The approach integrates both concepts and presents a structure how the objectives could be achieved. Nevertheless, future research activities are required to implement the approach in industry. While this approach has not been implemented yet, there are several steps required: (1) creating a logistics ontology by identifying relevant information and relationships, (2) modelling the system by analyzing tasks, (3) evaluating and classifying ability of implementing ML models for these identified planning tasks, (4) identifying algorithms for ML models and (5) evaluating this system model with data.
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